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It is a sequel to Championship Manager: Road to the Premiership. This edition of Championship Manager, released for Windows in 2004, introduced the sequel's biggest change to previous editions of the series, the inclusion of Career Mode, wherein a player's game is composed of multiple seasons, thus giving players the opportunity to take control of a team from beginning to end. The game uses a
new engine from Climax Productions, which it shares with the other Championship Manager games. It also features a new interface and logo for the series. This new edition introduced a completely new concept with its career mode and a tournament approach to the game, where the players are actually competing for the trophy, rather than merely progressing through the leagues. An earlier public
beta of the game was released to a limited number of users in February 2004. Gameplay The game's main goal is to achieve a club's target rank in the United Kingdom, in one of five different football league tiers. The mode offers an extensive career mode, including the ability to form a club and then take over from the original manager. The game also features a number of other modes. Editions This
is the third installment of the series. Championship Manager: Season 03/04 features three different editions, which are all available on GameHouse. Standard Edition - The standard edition includes all available content in the game. Deluxe Edition - The deluxe edition includes an exclusive manager's pack, additional manager packs, a five-year contract, all downloadable content (including the only
working versions of all patches from the first edition), and bonus content. Premium Edition - The premium edition includes the previous deluxe edition content, in addition to an exclusive manager's pack, and a five-year contract. Reception Championship Manager: Season 03/04 received "average" reviews according to the review aggregation website Metacritic. The German magazine GameStar rated
the Game of the Year Edition as 4.7 out of 5 in their 2003 video game review. The French magazine GameStar rated the Deluxe Edition 9.5/10. The French magazine Sport-Cité gave the game a score of 89/100 and the Dutch magazine GameStar gave it a score of 9.2/10. References External links Official website (GameHouse) Category:2003 video games Category:Association football management
video games Category:Eidos Interactive games Category:Windows 82157476af
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